
PERFECT MINERAL MAKEUP
Pure mineral makeup in powder form. Practical for use, with a pleasant texture on the face, it provides natural cover while 
soothing and nourishing the skin. Made from 100% natural ingredients and vital minerals that preserve your skin, and can serve 
as makeup, concealer, a natural UV ray �lter, and as a powder all at the same time.
It comes with a special integrated brush that was developed to work with Shabbes Makeup for best results.
How to use: Open the safety cap and screw the brush back on. Turn the tube over and put the brush on your face. The powder 
will come out of the special hole. If you want to control how much comes out (recommended!), dip the brush into the powder 
and put straight onto your cheek. Use a circular motion until you reach desired coverage.
12 shades available

MINERAL EYELINER POWDER 3 IN 1
An eyeliner, eyeshadow, and black pencil as well as a �ller for eyebrows, for a natural and classic look.
It serves as both an eyebrow shadow for dark hair, and as a perfect eye shadow. Comes in a compact container that is easy to carry, 
with an integrated �lter to control the amount of powder.
How to use: For eyeliner line: Open the �lter and sprinkle a bit of powder into the cover. Dip the slanted brush into the powder. Place 
the brush in the middle of your eyelash line and continue moving outward. You can then line the inner line or the lower water line 
(inside the eye, like a black pencil.)
To �ll eyebrows: Dip the brush in the powder and run the brush in short lines over your eyebrow for a natural look. Then comb the 
eyebrow with the comb on the other side of the brush.
4 shades available

BLUSH/BRONZER
Take it with you everywhere!
Comes in natural and trendy shades, with matte or shiny �nish, adding a glow to your skin and a healthy, fresh look to your cheeks.
An easy to use, economical tube that can be carried with you, and a soft integrated brush to trap  the mineral pigments. The blush 
that never breaks, and is always there for a perfect touch up!
20 shades

MINERAL SHADOW
You’re going to fall in love with this one! 
Organic mineral shadow, enriched with pure, natural ingredients, with no chemicals or harmful toxins. Rich, elegant pigments that 
naturally adhere to the eyelid and envelop it in softness and natural light. An array of shades and �nishes, to create unique elements 
to attain the look you want! And best of all — the shadow does not spill. Comes in a tube that has an integrated roller ball for even and 
comfortable application on the eyelid. You can combine with dry or wet textures; it is also excellent with light spots. 
How to use: Shake the tube a bit and roll the ball over the whole eyelid, or part of it, depending on the look you are trying to attain.
20 shades available

MINERAL POWDER LIPSTICK
Serves as a tint for both lips and cheeks. Mineral, organic, pigmented powder for the lips.
100% natural, enriched with vital minerals and no harmful chemicals.
Comes in an array of the latest trendy shades and is completed by either a satin or matte �nish, for your preferred look.
How to use: Turn the tube downward and shake slightly. Roll the ball a bit and place on your lips.
16 shades available

Our tip: For a more matte look, rub your �ngertip on the lips to set the powder in �rmly.

Our tip: Close the safety cap after each use, which will preserve the product and prevent the powder 
from spilling.

Our tip: Don’t forget to purchase our unique, two-sided brush for perfect results! Excellent both for 
eyebrows and for a precise eyeliner line.

Our tip:  After using, sprinkle a bit of the blush or bronzer on your eyelid, to give a blended look to your makeup. Don’t forget to 
brush a bit on the bridge of the nose, which will upgrade the look to natural and uniform.

Our tip: If you choose one of our illuminating, light shadows, you can also use it as a shimmer on the cheekbones, the 
eyebrow bone, or the tip of the nose, for a glowing, soft look.

DO YOU OWN A STORE OR A SALES LOCATION? YOU CAN BE A DISTRIBUTOR!
TO DISTRIBUTE OUR SHABBES MAKEUP LINE, CONTACT:         +972-547377460 

  

Introducing… Shabbes Makeup
Upscale mineral makeup made from natural ingredients that nourish the skin, without 

chemicals or parabens. Their use is l’mehadrin on Shabbos according to many 
rabbanim.

Especially suitable for Shabbos, Yom Tov, events, and special occasions. 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

Haskamos from 
many rabbanim, 

and supervised by 
and with the 
approval of

Makeup products come with 
instructions from Badatz Beit 

Yosef on how to use them 
properly on Shabbos.

IN ISRAEL: Available at 
branches of "Stylish"

TO PURCHASE ONLINE: 
www.shabbesmakeup.com/en/

Mehadrin 
for use on 
Shabbos

100% 
natural

No chemical 
or parabens

Gluten-free. 
Kosher l’Pesach

Ideal for 
problematic skin

Perfect brushes 
for easy application
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